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postponement but told public we shall suspend
march up to fifteenth earliest. assure you we
shall wait one week even longer after
robertson's arrival stop after receipt smuts'
final reply will if satisfactory have announce
statement. propose saying as viceroy's representative
coming if only out of deference we shall do
nothing until he has had opportunity examining
situation. press cables announce you absent congress
ill health. please enlighten us.
w
gandhi
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230. LETTER TO "THE NATAL MERCURT"
durban,
December 30, 1913
SIR,
Your first leader in today's issue of your paper invites a
statement from me, which I hope you will permit me to make,
You imagine that a more potent reason for delaying the con-
templated march is "to be found in the fact that the mass of the
local Indian community could not be relied upon to join in the
resuscitation of a form of conflict which recoiled most injuriously
upon the Indians themselves". There are other inferences, also,
you have drawn from the delay, with which I shall not deal at
present. I, however, assure you that you are wrongly informed
if you consider that the mass of the local Indian community is not
to be relied upon to join the march, if it has ever to be under-
taken. On the contrary, the difficulty to-day is even to delay it
and my co-workers and I have been obliged to send special mess-
engers and to issue special leaflets1 in order to advise the people
that the march must be postponed for the time being. I admit
that speculation as to whether the mass of the local Indian com-
munity will or will not join the march is fruitless, because this will
be, if it has to be, put to the test at no distant date. I give my
own view in order that the public may not be lulled into a sense of
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